
APPLICATION NOTE

MICRO SYSTEM SUPPLY DESIGN
DUAL REGULATORS SIMPLIFY

Combining two 5 V regulators and a reset circuit on a single chip, special purpose regulator chips simplify
the design of power suppliesfor microprocessor systems incorporatingbatterybackupRAMsor shadow-type
NV RAMs.
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Power supplies for microprocessor systems are
often complicated by the need to take care of the
special requirements of non-volatile read/write
memory. Where battery backup CMOS RAMs are
used, for example, it is important to ensure that the
RAMs are disabled when the primary supply is re-
moved. And when shadow-type NV memory is in-
cluded the backup transfer must be initiated and
completedwhen the supply is interrupted.Designed
specifically for such applications, the SGS-THOM-
SON Microelectronics L4901, and L4902 dual volt-
age regulatorscombine two5 V regulatorsplus a re-
set circuit ona single chip,simplifying the designer’s
task.

Assembled in the SGS-THOMSON Heptawatt [TM]
7-leadpackage,the L4901and L4902containsepa-
rate voltageregulatorsratedat5 V/300mA(the”V1”
output) and 5 V/400 mA (the ”V2” output).

Both the V1 and V2 regulators have an output volt-
age precision of ± 2 % and include protection

against output short circuits and 60 V input tran-
sients.Also includedon thechip is areset circuit with
externally programmable timing which depends on
the input voltage and the outputof the V1 regulator.
Functionally, the two devices are identical except
that the L4901 has separate inputs to the two regu-
latorsand the L4902has a common input plus a dis-
able input which controls the V2 output (fig. 1).
Generally the V1 regulator is used to supply circuits
which must bepoweredcontinuously-volatilemem-
ory, a time-of-day clock and soon - while the V2 out-
put supplies other 5 V circuits which may be pow-
ered down when the equipment is inactive.

The V1 output features a very low leakage current
at the output - less than 1 µA - to allow the use a
backup battery.The V1 regulatoralso featuresa low
quiescent current at the input (0.6 mA typical) to
minimize battery drain in applications where the V1
regulatoris permanentlyconnectedto a batterysup-
ply.

Figure 1a : TWO 5V OUTPUTS - The L4901 Dual RegulatorProvides 300 mA and 400 mA 5 V Outputsand
Includesa Microprocessor Reset Function.This Device is Idealfor Microprocessor Systems with
Battery Backup or Shadow RAM.
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Figure 1b : DISABLE INPUT - The L4902 is Similar to the L4901 but also Features a Disable Input for the
V2 Regulator.

Figure 2 : WAVEFORMS - An Important Feature of the L4901 Series Regulators is that the Reset Circuit
Monitors the Input Voltage.
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VERSATILE DEVICES

The L4901 and L4902 are versatile devices which
simplify the supply circuitry of many systems and
can be used in a number of different ways.

One possibility, outlined in figure 3, is to connect the
V1 regulator permanently to a battery to supply a
CMOS time-of-day clock and a CMOS microcom-
puter chip with volatile memory. In this example the
V2 outputsupplies non-essential5 V circuits. A typi-
cal use of this scheme is in trip computers or car ra-
dios with programmable tuning.

An alternative,shown in figure 4, is to use the L4901
with a backup battery on the V1 output to maintain
a CMOS clock and a standby-type NMOS micro-
computer chip. In this case the main on/off switch
disconnects both the V1 and V2 regulators from the
battery.

Figure 5 illustrates how the L4902’s disable input
maybeused in aCMOS microcomputerapplication.
In thisexample the V2 output,supplying non-essen-
tial circuits, is turned off under control of the micro-

processor circuit. Configurations of this type are
used in products where the ”OFF” switch is part of
a keypad scanned by a micro which operates con-
tinuously, even in the ”OFF” state.

The L4901 is also ideal for microcomputer systems
using batterybackupCMOS static RAMs. As shows
in figure 6 the V1 output supplies the CMOS RAMs
and the V2 output supplies the microprocessor plus
other 5 V circuits. The L4901’s reset output is used
both to reset the Z80 and, through the M74HC138
address decoder, to ensure that the RAMs are dis-
abled as soon as the main supply voltage starts to
fall. Note that the M74HC138 is supplied from the
backup battery.

It is important to make sure that the RAMs are dis-
abledbecause the lithium cells used as backup bat-
teries have a high internal resistance. If the RAMs
were not forced into the low consumption standby
state the battery voltage could drop so low that
memory contents are corrupted. Moreover, to pre-
vent latch up, no input of a CMOS RAM shouldever
be higher than the supply voltage.

Figure 3 : LOW QUIESCENT CURRENT at the V1 Input makes the L4901 Useful in Applications like this
where the V1 Regulator is always connected to the Battery.
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Figure 4 : LOW LEAKAGE at the V1 Output makes the L4901 Ideal for Battery Backup Operation.

Figure 5 : STANDBY - The L4902 can be used in Applications where the Supply is connected Perma-
nently and the Disable Function Used to Turn Off on-essential Circuits in the Standby State.

IDEAL FOR SHADOW MEMORIES

Another interesting application for the L4902 is sup-
plying a shadow-ram microcomputer chip like the
SGS-THOMSON M38SH72 where a fast non-vola-
tile memory is backed up on-chip by a slow EE-
PROM (figure 7). For these chips it is important to

ensure that the backup command is generated
when the supply is removed, a function which the
L4902’sresetoutput canperform. Since theL4902’s
reset function depends on the INPUT voltage the
power fail condition is sensed early enough to gua-
rantee that the backup transfer will be successful.
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In figure 7 the reset output is forced low when the
input voltage fallsbelow6.3 V orwhen the V1 output
goes below 4.8 V. This allows 10 µs for the backup
transfer (with 10 µF capacitors) which is more than
sufficient.
Similarly, the L4902 can be used with shadow-type
RAMssuchasthe Xicor X2201.In the figure8 circuit
a capacitor on the V1 input ensures that the X2201
is powered during the transfer operation. When the
input voltage is removed or goes below 6.3 V the
L4902’sresetoutput,connectedto the8085’sTRAP
input, forces the execution for a service routine
which saves the state of the machine in the RAM
then issues a backup command. The V2 output
drops immediately while the 680µF capacitoron the
V1 input provides enoughenergy to keep the X2201
running for the 10 ms needed to complete the

backup transfer. The low consumption of the V1
regulator allows the use of a relatively small capaci-
tor for this function.

ADING A WATCHDOG

By addinga fewcomponentsand two Schmitt trigger
gatesawatchdogfunctioncanbeaddedtotheL4902
(figure 9). Normally an output port of the micro will
supply a software-generatedpulse at least every 10
ms. If something has gone wrong in the software or
hardware and these pulses are missing the disable
input will be activated aftera period set by R1.C1, di-
sabling all the circuitry connected to the V2 outputof
the L4902.The disable period could be useful to pre-
ventspuriousoperationof motorsand solenoidswhi-
le the control processor is malfuntioning.

Figure 6 : CMOS RAMs - The L4901 is Useful in Systems with Battery Backup CMOS RAMs Because the
Reset Output can be used to Ensure that the RAM Chips are disabled to Reduce Battery Drain
when the Main Supply is removed.
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Figure 7 : NV MEMORY µCs - The L4902 is also Useful for Supplying Chips like the SGS-THOMSON
M38SH72 Single-chip Micro with NV Memory. In this Application the Reset Circuit initiates the
RAM-to-shadow Transfer.

Figure 8 : SHADOW RAMs - The L4901’s Reset Function also serves in Systems using Shadow Type NV
RAMs like the X2201 to ensure that the Backup Transfer is executed Correctly.
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Figure 9 : With a CMOS Schmitt Trigger and a few Components a Watchdog Function can be added for
Critical Application.
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Information furnished is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics assumes no responsibility for
the consequences of use of such information nor for any infringement of patents or other rights of third parties which may result from its
use. No license is granted by implication or otherwise under any patent or patent rights of SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics. Specification
mentioned in this publication are subject to change without notice. This publication supersedes and replaces all information previously
supplied. SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics products are not authorized for use as critical components in li fe support devices or systems
without express written approval of SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics.
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